Solvent effect on lipase enantioselectivity. Evidence for the presence of two thermodynamic states.
The enantioselectivity of lipase-catalyzed kinetic resolutions has been measured at various temperatures in binary mixtures of solvents. Varying the solvent composition and temperature had a profound effect on the enantiomeric ratio. The values for delta delta H(R-S)(#) and delta delta S(R-S)(#), calculated from the E values measured at various temperatures, were estimated as a function of the solvent composition. By plotting delta delta H(R-S)(#) versus delta delta S(R-S)(#) as a function of the solvent composition, an extreme was observed. The resulting "hairpin-type" enthalpy-entropy compensation plots can be described by assuming the presence of two thermodynamically distinct physical states, displaying different enantioselectivities, that are in equilibrium with one another. Changing the solvent composition results in a change in the equilibrium constant K(eq) for the two states. The intriguing bell-shaped curves of the enantioselectivity versus solvent composition observed for lipase-catalyzed kinetic resolutions can be described assuming a linear correlation for the logarithm of K(eq) and the solvent composition. Thus, a simulation of the two-state model adequately describes the solvent effects found for lipase-catalyzed kinetic resolutions in binary mixtures of solvents and possibly in series of homologous organic solvents.